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The aim of the presentation is to provide you with some best practice 

guidance on: 

• How to conduct an accident investigation; 

• How to identify root causes – we need to identify the “disease” not 

the symptoms.

• To share experiences of the difficulties with the process I have 

experienced over the last 12 years.

Introduction and Aim



By the end of the you will have an understanding of:
• Your responsibilities, accountabilities and legal liabilities 

as they apply to an accident investigation role
• How to identify the direct, indirect and root causes
• How safety management systems failures are investigated 
• How to record accident investigations 
• How to avoid problems and poor practice associated with 

an investigation process
• How to confidently devise and recommend control 

measures to mitigate the risk of recurrence

Learning Outcomes



So what are accidents? 
How do they really happen? as opposed to what we think or perceive? 

Some real examples I have investigated (and one I was not involved with) are :-

Where's my Wall? - Construction (or Demolition) Housing

Fatal Exposure - Death by Magnet? Or Dying for a Fag?- Care Lincoln

Death by Hoist (and dodgy times) – Care Gloucester (7 die in 10 years this way 2003-2013)

One of our Plumbers is Missing (but never mind the apprentice)  
- Construction South Wales 

Broken hand  - The mysterious case of the levitating toolbox – Construction South Wales 

Death by Window – Care Bridgend (20 die in 10 years this way)

The Totally avoidable Facial Dog Bite – Housing South Wales



Where's my Wall? - Construction (or Demolition)

Badly built through negligence or designed to fail?



Death from exposure and carelessness? Or Death by Magnet  
Dorothy Spicer Died in the Care of Orders of St John Care Trust



Death by Hoist (and dodgy times) 
Rita M. died in 2014 in the care of Orders of St John care trust-
7 People dead from hoist injuries in 10 years across the care 

sector



One of our Plumbers is Missing (but never mind the apprentice)  
- Construction

Vehicle theft and drink driving? Or attempted suicide?



Broken Hand - Construction 
The mysterious case of the levitating toolbox



Death by window -
Local Lady Died 2010 in the care of a Welsh Care Association

(20 People dead from window falls in 10 years – Across the Care sector) 
Why?

accidental
deliberate suicide attempt

confused mental state drugs/dementia/confusion
enabled by 

Window locking failures/glazing issues/CDM faults with poor design 
and unknowledgeable architects and planners

4 examples new build failures where end users were not thought about
- local case where lady died, Oxford, Spalding and Salisbury 

http://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/hsis5.htm http://www.hse.gov.uk/healthservices/falls-windows.htm

Health Building Note 00-10 Part D: Windows and associated hardware 

http://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/hsis5.htm
http://www.hse.gov.uk/healthservices/falls-windows.htm


The Facial Dog Bite - Housing



Accident Reporting & Investigation
Ref IOSH A/I course Ministry of Justice

One Accident Definition (there are others)
“unplanned & uncontrolled event that led to, or could have led 
to:

– injury to persons, 
– damage to property/plant/equipment, or some other 

loss to the company”



The Near-Miss Ref IOSH A/I course Ministry of Justice

An accident that does not quite result in injury or damage (but could 
have).
Remember, a Near-Miss is just as serious as an accident !
Powerful advantages

– why not take the “free lessons”?
– equivalent learning opportunity…
– but, without the legal and liability implications

And without someone being 
Injured or killed



Frank Bird – Accident/Incident  Ratios Ref IOSH A/I course Ministry of Justice

This model is backed up by recent UK HSE statistics about the 
relationship between Incidents with no visible injury or damage 



Accident Theory Ref IOSH A/I course Ministry of Justice

Accidents or Near Miss events can have many causes.  What may 
appear to be bad luck can on analysis be seen as a chain of failures 
and errors almost inevitably leading the adverse event. 
These causes can be classified as:
• Immediate causes:

– the agent of injury or ill health (the blade, the substance, the dust etc.);
• Underlying causes:

– unsafe acts and unsafe conditions (the guard removed, the ventilation 
switched off etc.);

• Root causes:
– the failure from which all other failings grow, often remote in time and 

space from the adverse event (e.g. failure to identify training needs and 
assess competence, low priority given to risk assessment etc.).



The Domino Theory Ref IOSH A/I course Ministry of Justice

• In this theory of accident 
causation each domino 
represents a failing or error 
which can combine with other 
failings and errors to cause an 
adverse event. 

• Dealing with the immediate 
cause (B) will only prevent this 
sequence. Dealing with all 
causes, especially root causes 
(A) can prevent a whole series 
of adverse events.

A
B



Hazardous
Conditions

Hazardous
Practices

Root Causes Ref IOSH A/I course 
Ministry of Justice



Hazardous
Conditions

Hazardous
Practices

Equipment failure

Root Causes Ref IOSH A/I course 

Ministry of Justice

Poor safety management Poor Colleague support
Lack of safety leadership

Rules not enforced

Lack of supervision

Purchasing unsafe equipment

Lack of Training

No follow-up/feedback

Don’t know how

Did not report hazard

Didn’t follow procedures

Ignored safety rules

Horseplay

Defective PPE

Potentially violent persons

Poor weather

Poor work procedures



The Key to prevention - Risk Control Hierarchy Ref IOSH A/I course Ministry of 
Justice

1. Eliminate the hazard
2. Substitute for something less harmful
3. Use barriers - isolate hazard/segregate 

worker
4. Safe System of Work 
5. Personal Protective Equipment Safe

person

Safe 
place

E
F
F
E
C
T
I
V
E
N
E
S
S



Risk Control Ref IOSH A/I course Ministry of Justice

The Hierarchy of Risk Control  - Consider the following:

What is the purpose of a Risk Control in a workplace risk 
assessment?
What questions might you ask of a risk assessor if the risk 
controls outlined had not worked effectively?
What questions might you be asking of the staff regarding the 
risk controls associated with an activity that had gone wrong?



Management of Health and Safety at Work 
regulations 1999

Employers must: -
• Make assessments of all significant risks
• Make a written record of the assessment
• Inform employees of the risks
• Implement measures to reduce risk
Employees must: -
• Cooperate with their employer



Stages and Process in an Accident/Incident Investigation Ref 
IOSH A/I course Ministry of Justice

 

Deal with immediate 
risks. 

Select the level of 
investigation. 

Investigate the event. 

Record and analyse the 
results. 

Review the process. 
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Dealing with Immediate risks and hazards
Ref IOSH A/I course Ministry of Justice

When accidents and incidents occur 
immediate action may be necessary to:

Make the situation safe and prevent further 
injury by removing or moving away from 
hazards, reducing the risk of further harm.

Help, treat and if necessary rescue injured 
persons.

An effective response can only be made if it 
has been planned for in advance. 

 

Deal with immediate 
risks. 

Select the level of 
investigation. 

Investigate the event. 

Record and analyse the 
results. 

Review the process. 
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Selecting the level of investigation Ref IOSH A/I course Ministry of Justice

The greatest effort should be put into:
Those involving severe injuries, ill-health or loss.

Those which could have caused much greater 
harm or damage.

These types of accidents and incidents demand 
more careful investigation and management time. 
This can usually be achieved by:

Looking more closely at the underlying causes of 
significant events.

Assigning the responsibility for the investigation 
of more significant events to more senior 
managers.

 

Deal with immediate 
risks. 

Select the level of 
investigation. 

Investigate the event. 

Record and analyse the 
results. 

Review the process. 
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Investigating the Event Ref IOSH A/I course Ministry of Justice

The purpose of investigations is to establish:
The way things were and how they came to be.

What happened – the sequence of events that 
led to the outcome.

Why things happened as they did analysing both 
the immediate and underlying causes.

What needs to be done to avoid a repetition and 
how this can be achieved.

 

Deal with immediate 
risks. 

Select the level of 
investigation. 

Investigate the event. 

Record and analyse the 
results. 

Review the process. 
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Recording & Analysing the Results Ref IOSH A/I course Ministry of Justice

Recorded in a systematic manner.
Provides a historical record of the accident.
Analysis of the causes and recommended 
preventative measures should be listed.

Completed as soon after the accident as possible.

Information on the accident and remedial actions 
should be passed to all supervisors for 
information and implementation where needed.

Investigation reports and accident statistics 
should be analysed from time to time to identify 
common causes, features and trends.

 

Deal with immediate 
risks. 
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Investigate the event. 

Record and analyse the 
results. 
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Reviewing the Process Ref IOSH A/I course Ministry of Justice

Reviewing the accident/incident investigation 
process should consider:

The results of investigations and analysis.
The operation of the investigation system (in terms 
of quality and effectiveness).

Line managers should follow through and action 
the findings of investigations and analysis. 

Follow up systems should be established where 
necessary to keep progress under control.

 

Deal with immediate 
risks. 

Select the level of 
investigation. 

Investigate the event. 

Record and analyse the 
results. 
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Three sources which can give the investigator what they need 
to know. Ref IOSH A/I course Ministry of Justice

Observation
Information from physical
sources including:
• Premises and place of

work
• Access & egress
• Plant & substances in use
• Location & relationship of

physical particles
• Any post event checks,

sampling or
reconstruction

Documents
Information from:
• Written instructions;

Procedures, risk
assessments, policies

• Records of earlier
inspections, tests,
examinations and
surveys.

Interviews
Information from:
• Those involved and

their line
management;

• Witnesses;
• Those observed or

involved prior to the
event e.g. inspection
& maintenance staff.

• Checking reliability, accuracy
• Identifying conflicts and resolving differences
• Identifying gaps in evidence




Observation


Information from physical sources including:


Premises and place of work


Access & egress


Plant & substances in use


Location & relationship of physical particles


Any post event checks, sampling or reconstruction








Checking reliability, accuracy


Identifying conflicts and resolving differences


Identifying gaps in evidence





Documents


Information from:


Written instructions; Procedures, risk assessments, policies


Records of earlier inspections, tests, examinations and surveys.








Interviews


Information from:


Those involved and their line management;


Witnesses;


Those observed or involved prior to the event e.g. inspection & maintenance staff.













Sources of Information and Support during, and post, Investigation

• Staff who may be injured or witnesses 
• Public who may be injured or witnesses
• Managers
• Training Records
• Clocking in equipment/ door entry systems
• Social media posts - snapchat, what's app, Facebook- public profiles- a valuable source of data
• Sick records
• HSE Website - www.hse.gov.uk
• HSE Inspectors
• Environmental Health Officers
• Fire Officers
• Police Officers
• Ambulance or NHS staff
• CQC/CIW/NHS/Local Authority Social Care staff and websites
• ACOPS
• HSG Guidance Documents EG L8 HSG220 Care HSIS5
• Your insurers
• Specialist Manufacturers/Maintenance teams or suppliers
• Your own Health and Safety Advisors
• Your own Intranet
• A Arcari 07591 162935 

http://www.hse.gov.uk/


Investigation Considerations

Consider the following 

– What would be your role in an investigation?

– Who would you need to work with during an investigation?

– What would you be looking for during your investigation?

– What types of evidence might play a part in the investigation?

– What might be your biggest challenges as an investigator?



Who should (or will) be involved in a serious accident 
investigation?

Internal
Health and Safety Manager

Manager for area where accident occurred

Health and Safety representative

Someone familiar with the area

A technical expert

Senior organisational manager with authority to implement change

External (Often outside our control)
HSE, Environmental Health, Care Inspectorate Wales, Fire service, 
Police, specialist accident investigators and insurers



HSE Evidence on Accident Investigation 1999
Where things can go wrong : 

Investigations often stop when someone is found to blame (or worse 
case scenario they don’t even start because someone already 

“knows the answers”)
Investigations often fail to get to underlying or root causes
Managers/supervisors or colleagues, prejudging based on 

someone’s previous reported behaviour
Even where there is an investigation:

There is often failure to monitor full implementation of investigation 
findings

There is often a failure to systematically record and share findings so 
that lessons can be learnt throughout the organisation

In Truth most organisations don’t investigate thoroughly 
and as a result don’t really know why accidents occur !

Do you?



Who internally needs to know the results of investigations?

• Director/Senior Manager responsible for health and safety
• Union and/or Safety Representatives
• Staff
• Manager responsible for the work area where the accident occurred
• Health and Safety Manager and workforce



Sharing the 
findings of 
the Report 
and drafting 
an action 
plan where 
required


The Orders of St John Care Trust		Serious Incident Learning: _ _

Incident Learning Action





Safe use of wheelchairs - Training Update for all Employees 









Learning and Action across the Trust



· As a result of two of our residents being tipped out of wheelchairs Managers will now need to provide support to all employees on the safe use of wheelchairs.



· New Employees will cover this through “Back2Basics”. A new updated process has been added 



· For all other Employees you can use the attached wheelchair training advice note as a briefing, which is taken from the “Back2Basics”. This process can be completed through employee supervisions and details of this will need to be added into any supervision records 

· If the advice isn’t cascaded via supervision then his could be completed by employee meetings or through the in Home Moving and Handling trainer

 

· You will need to keep a signed record sheet of those employees that has been given the necessary advice. This will be reviewed as part of a Health and Safety Audit process

 If you have any queries please contact 

 Anthony Arcari, Health and Safety Manager

  a.arcari@osjct.co.uk



















Incident Briefing

Following previous wheelchair incidents and alerts it has been identified that many Care workers and volunteers have still not undertaken any form of wheelchair awareness training.





Serious Incident Learning	Document Date: 22/03/2013	Page 1 of 1
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